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Swanson Instructional Model 

Making the most of instruction for all students 
 

Swanson PTA Meeting- January 8, 2019 
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This year as a staff, we asked the question “What Swanson Could Be?” modeled after 

our summer reading What School Could Be? by Ted Dintersmith.  Through our CLT cohorts, 

we have examined our current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) 

with adjusting our model; we’ve taken two days to take a visit to Gunston Middle School and 

delve into the inner workings of a “block” instructional model; and through instructional 

departments, we viewed the movie Most Likely to Succeed which complements the summer 

reading and offers a visual on how instruction could be designed to meet varying student 

interests and needs. Finally, we held a school-wide event to solicit the thoughts and ideas of 

students of What Swanson Could Be? 

 

Shifting an instructional model that has been in place for decades is a monumental 

undertaking in change.  It brings to mind the saying, “Change is hard at first, messy in the 

middle and gorgeous at the end.” (R.Sharma) When making such a change, we MUST ensure 

that our students remain the focus of the work.  Yes, adjustments to instructional practice 

must occur, including updates to our planning styles, creation of new lessons, and 

approaching our overall day VERY differently than what has been done in the past.  As well, 

for every advantage created by such a change, a disadvantage could definitely be identified.  

In the end, if it benefits the overall instructional experience for all students, no matter how 

hard and messy, the end result will be gorgeous! 

 

Throughout the work thus far, what is very impressive and encouraging is the fervor 

and intensity of the collegial input and thought regarding how to build an instructional 

program which best supports all students and creates an inclusive, enriching environment 

where they can learn and grow.   

 

Key staff takeaways regarding impact of adjusted instructional model on student learning: 

• SPED classes already meet as a block and it works well. 

• More time for processing 

• Less rush/less transition time, more days to complete homework, less stress for teachers and 

students, common planning time for teachers 

• Opportunities for deeper relationship with students 

• STAR - would be helpful to have a study hall/core plus/instructional studies component to it - 

make it an 8th mod.   
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• Think math being un-teamed would help with scheduling and teachers could plan more 

effectively for their courses. 

• The ELA/Reading workshop model lends itself well to block. Students have more time to dig 

deeper into the reading/writing process. 

• Lessons presented in blocks are organized differently as best practice is not simply teaching two 

regular 45 minute lessons.  This organization promotes variety (explicit instruction, group work, 

independent practice, video, technology) that could address more learning styles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional learning opportunities and needs to support new instructional model 

• Communicating with other PE departments on how they structure their classes- highest priority (most 

beneficial) 

• How to assign deeper level thinking tasks in the target language? 

• PD on PBL or personalized learning 

• Training on math workshop model (full training - level 1 & 2 plus have it middle school oriented) 

• Training to better utilize skills of instructional assistants in the classroom to maximize student learning 

• Book study group on block, with books and materials 

• Orton-Gillingham training for entire HILT department 

• SIOP training is perfect for preparing for block instruction.  
 

Planning is underway to provide teachers ½ day professional planning, supported by members from our Department of 

Teaching and Learning to provide time in preparing for this instructional shift. 

 

As we look we to maintain our focus of providing opportunities to meet the needs of 

the whole student, our Content Lead Leadership Cohort will take staff data to inform a new 

instructional schedule model.  The cohort will review each idea presented throughout this 

work regarding class size, skinny periods, STAR and how lunch is delivered.  Also, with the 

number of high school credit courses offered at the middle school, ensuring instructional 

requirements and seat hours are met is pivotal to the scheduling process.  Adding to this 

work is the unique challenge of opening a new middle school and 2019-20 budget concerns.  

As we move to implement the new instructional schedule for the 2019-20 school year, we will 

continue to update the community on our progress and schedule model once finalized.  The 

shift in schedule will not impact current program of studies offerings, and in fact, may 

provide greater opportunities to offer students more access to courses previously inaccessible 

due to scheduling restraints.   


